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date of the events recounted, they were a pretty faithful mirror of
life and manners to the classes who read them. Usually they had
a plebeian hero, or at least one frankly impersonating the demo-
cratic spirit; the ideas and sentiments were those of the masses,
emphatically distinguished from those of the classes. Still more im-
portant, the hero was already a household figure, and the historical
colour was of the inaccurate but familiar kind that is learned from
tradition. Then, without in the least abstaining from the turgid
and high-flown, any more than their congeners of the present day,
the authors provided easy reading. No marvel if they were rewarded
with the honour of endless reprintings—an empty honour, probably,
since it is not to be supposed that they drew royalties every time.
Some account has already been given 1 of several such popular
histories, which became current soon after printing came into
England. The oldest prose versions of some of the other stories
have vanished, and even the dates are not very certain. No edition Robin
is extant of a prose life of Robin Hood earlier than that of 1662,
which is merely a redaction of certain ballads from the common
garland, put together by " an Ingenious Antiquary." But a much
older prose paraphrase exists in manuscript of die famous Lytle
Geste of Robyn Hode* and this is far less extravagant than the ballad
material reproduced in the recension. In the Tudor versions of
the story Robin Hood is boldly stated to have been outlawed by
Henry VIII., and to have won the favour of Queen Katherine
by his archery. So much for popular chronology. Time-honoured
tradition fares no better. Little John's name was originally be-
stowed in irony—witness the gigantic proportions of his supposed
grave in Hathersage churchyard ; but we are here told that it was
given him " by reason of his low stature." There is indeed more of
the jest-book hero than the generous and chivalrous outlaw about
the Tudor edition of Robin Hood, and he has humiliating misad-
ventures which detract from his romantic prestige. Although as an
archer he beats every competitor, he comes off second-best in several
duels with sword or quarter-staff. The Tanner of Nottingham
trounces him severely j he is not only thrashed but also robbed of
1	See PP. 5*-53-
2	In the Sloane Collection ;  printed in W» J. Thoms's Early English Prost
Romances, pp. 521-555.
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